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B
iological nanopores such as the pro-
tein alpha-Hemolysin (RHL) have be-
come promising tools for label-free

single-molecule analysis. Well-known ex-
amples include detection and characteriza-
tion of polynucleotides or proteins aswell as
synthetic polyelectrolytes,1 single-molecule
force spectroscopy, and single-molecule
mass spectrometry (reviewed in refs 2, 3).
Such experiments are based on potentio-
static (voltage-clamp) recordings of the
pore-mediated ionic current that is modu-
lated through partial block by single ana-
lyte molecules entering and transiently ob-
structing the narrow conductive path.4,5

Protein nanopores are particularly well sui-
ted for this purpose because of their low
intrinsic electrical noise, their natural ability
to interact with analytes, and the possibility
to modify this property in a very controlled
manner (e.g., by introducing specific bind-
ing sites) through molecular genetic engi-
neering.6 In order to work as sensors, pro-
tein nanopores have to be reconstituted
in lipid bilayers separating two compart-
ments containing aqueous electrolyte solu-
tion. For conductance (i.e., voltage-clamp)
recordings, these compartments must be
contacted electrically by nonpolarizable
electrodes. Currently, research using biolo-
gical nanopores is performed using bilayers
produced one at a time mostly on aper-
tures either fabricated in hydrophobic (e.g.,
Teflon) films7 or at the end of a Teflon tube.8

These platforms are being used experimen-
tally by a number of specialized groups, but
their wider practical application is limited
because they require highly skilled operators
and only allow one measurement at a time
and because their operation is not amenable
to straightforward automation. Amorewide-
spread use of protein nanopores with their

many attractive applications in chemical and
biological analytics will depend on the avail-
ability of recording methods that enable
rapid collection of large amounts of data
and that can be easily automated. However,
particularly for analytical tasks that require
low-noise and high-frequency bandwidth
recordings, low-capacitance microbilayers
on smaller-than-standard (e.g., < 100 μm)
apertures are required,8�10 which are not
readily produced in a microarray format. A
current challenge is, therefore, to provide a
high-density microarray platform for parallel
bilayer recording without compromising on
the precision of state-of-the-art singlemicro-
bilayer nanopore experiments.
In recent years, diverse microsystem ap-

proaches have produced higher-through-
put versions of established membrane
biophysical techniques, such aspatch clamp-
ing.11�13 The potential of such microstruc-
tured platforms to additionally provide even
better signal-to-noise ratios than the original
method due to smaller total capacitance has
been noted.9,10,14
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ABSTRACT We report on parallel high-resolution electrical single-molecule analysis on a chip-

based nanopore microarray. Lipid bilayers of <20 μm diameter containing single alpha-hemolysin

pores were formed on arrays of subpicoliter cavities containing individual microelectrodes

(microelectrode cavity array, MECA), and ion conductance-based single molecule mass spectrometry

was performed on mixtures of poly(ethylene glycol) molecules of different length. We thereby

demonstrate the function of the MECA device as a chip-based platform for array-format nanopore

recordings with a resolution at least equal to that of established single microbilayer supports. We

conclude that devices based on MECAs may enable more widespread analytical use of nanopores by

providing the high throughput and ease of operation of a high-density array format while

maintaining or exceeding the precision of state-of-the-art microbilayer recordings.
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A number of reports have also shown recordings
of currents mediated by ion channels and biological
pores reconstituted in parallel bilayer arrays.15�26

However, signal-to-noise performance and usable
bandwidth in these reports have not been equivalent
to the state-of-the-art in single-microbilayer experi-
ments (e.g., 200 fA rms at DC-5 kHz bandwidth).8 This
is due to the high total capacitance inherent in designs
where the bilayer itself is larger than about 100 μm in
diameter and/or electrical contact to both sides of the
lipid bilayer is provided by macroscopic electrodes in
accordingly large electrolyte volumes bounded by
large surface areas. The same design properties also
limit the density of integration of multiple recording
sites on one substrate.
We recently reported on a microbilayer recording

device based on so-called microelectrode cavities
(MECs) in a dielectric polymer layer on a glass support.27

Here, rather than on an aperture in a septum between
two macroscopic compartments, artificial lipid mem-
branes are formed over microcavities of sub-picoliter
volume formed in the polymer layer, each containing
an individual Ag/AgCl microdisk as the active elec-
trode. Due to their low total capacitance (<1 pF),
recordings from MEC-supported bilayers more than
equal the performance of state-of-the-art microbilayers
in terms of noise (i.e., 125 fA rms at DC-5 kHz bandwidth
under optimal screening conditions). Because of their
small dimensions (diameter 6�50 μm), MECs are in
principle well suited not only for high resolution but
also for highly parallelized recordings from large num-
bers of bilayers. In the prior publication,27 we showed
simultaneous recording from two neighboring MECs in
a four-channel prototype without any further validation

of the device for parallel recordings. The present study
now aims at ascertaining its usefulness in performing a
high-resolution nanopore-based analytical task using
simultaneous multichannel recordings from an array
of microbilayers.
Specifically, using a 4 � 4 MEC array (MECA) we

address the question whether a device based on an
array of patterned Ag/AgCl-microelectrode cavities is
capable of simultaneous recordings with the precision
and the quantitative consistency across individual
measurement sites required for an enhanced-through-
put version of state-of-the-art nanopore-based single-
molecule detection. We therefore decided to attempt,
on a 16-channel MECA prototype, a paradigmatic
experiment in nanopore analytics, nanopore-based
single-molecule polymer mass spectroscopy.28

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1A shows an image of the microchip contain-
ing a MEC array with 16 elements as well as the holder
designed for this particular chip layout. The 16 MECs
are arranged in a 4 � 4 pattern with a regular 200 μm
spacing. The active central area of the MECA chip, of
which Figure 1B provides a close-up view, is, therefore,
smaller than 1 mm2. The individual connector lines
entering on the periphery of the image are led to the
disk-shaped electrodes. The conducting lines as well as
a major part of the gold terminal pads below the MECs
are covered by an 8 μm thick insulating polymer coat-
ing (SU8-3010, Microchem, Newton, MA, USA). SU8
provides a nonpolar surface (water contact angle ∼85�)
that is well suited for the generation of a lipid bilayer
with the classical painting method. SU8 also has low
relative static permittivity (εr≈ 3.2) and is inert to most

Figure 1. (A) Chip holder designed for themultielectrode cavity array (MECA) with the corresponding 16-channel MECA chip
prior to insertion. The chip is inserted from below into the groove provided by the holder. The black rubber ring prevents the
contact pads from being wetted by experimental fluids inserted from above into the hollow chamber (center of the holder).
Spring contact pins connect the rectangular contact pads to macroscopic plugs connected to the recording electronics.
(B) Magnified view of the center of the MECA microchip: Conductive pathways originating at the contact pads terminate
as small circular pads arranged in a 4 � 4 array ( Q 50 μm). The whole surface is covered by an insulating polymer coating
(SU8-3010). The microstructured aperture (MEC) is located on the center of each terminal pad and is considerably smaller.
(C) Schematic (not to scale) view of a single MEC: The different materials are color coded: glass (light gray), Cr (green), Au
(yellow), Ag/AgCl (dark gray), and SU8 (blue). By way of illustration of the experiment, an RHL nanopore in a bilayer is also
shown interacting with a polymer molecule. Note, that in these experiments analytes were added from the same side as the
RHL protein and will therefore enter the pore from the side of the RHL cap domain.
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common solvents as well as tomany acids and bases.29

In the center of each of the terminal pads a circular
structure representing a single MEC can be discerned,
the diameter of which can be controlled between 6
and 50 μm using photolithographic structuring of the
SU8. At the bottom of each of these cavities a silver/
silver chloride layer is deposited on the underlying
Cr/Au layer, as described previously,27 in order to pro-
vide the nonpolarizable electrode necessary for poten-
tiostatic current (voltage-clamp) measurements. A mini-
mum distance of 50 μm between all electronically
conducting elements is preserved to avoid crosstalk
(capacitive coupling) between adjacent recording
channels.27

Electrolyte solution is added through a window in
the holder opening onto the center of the microchip.
The electrolyte volume required for recordings is on
the order of 50 μL and forms awell-defined drop due to
thewetting behavior of the nonpolar surface. This drop
is contacted by an Ag/AgCl wire serving as the bath
reference electrode.
To benchmark our device against state-of-the-art

bilayer systems, we set out to reproduce a classic
experiment by Robertson et al. (2007),28 who gener-
ated a highly resolvedmass spectrumof a polydisperse
poley(ethylene glycol) (PEG) mixture based on mea-
surements of the differential block of the RHL pore by
individual PEG oligomers of varying sizes. The resolution

that was achieved in this seminal experiment;down
to single ethylene glycol repeat units (r.u.);requires
reliable and stable discrimination of current levels based
on absolute differences in amplitude on the order of
1 pA. Single-molecule nanopore-based spectrometry is,
therefore, well suited as a test case for a microbilayer
array in a high-resolution analytical task.
As a first step, we performed this experiment record-

ing from one of the 16 MECs on the chip using a single
channel amplifier. After painting a lipid bilayer in 4 M
KCl, RHL was applied to the drop of electrolyte on the
chip surface (here termed cis-side). The Ag/AgCl elec-
trode in the MEC was used to apply a holding potential
(Vh) ofþ40 mV relative to the cis-side electrolyte drop,
containing the reference electrode, so that current
through any membrane conductance is driven out-
ward. Subsequent to an insertion of a single pore,
observed by a sudden drop in membrane resistivity
from 20 to 30 GΩ to approximately 300 MΩ, solutions
of either polydisperse (polyPEG-1500) or monodis-
perse PEG (monoPEG-28) were also applied to the
cis-side of the membrane. Figure 2A shows a current
trace of RHL pore blocking and unblocking transitions
induced by monoPEG-28 during a period of 60 s. After
Bessel filtering at a cutoff frequency of 20 kHz and
digitization at a frequency of 200 kHz, the rms noise of
the open pore current was 2.2 pA. Figure 2B shows
histograms of the current values (I) of all points in the

Figure 2. Current traces andhistograms derived from recordings ofRHLpores blockedbymonoPEG-28 andpolyPEG-1500on
one MEC ( Q 16 μm) of a 16-cavity chip with a SCA (Axopatch 200B) filtered at 20 kHz and digitized at 200 kHz. The MEC was
held at Vh =þ40 mV with respect to the cis-side; 4 M KCl. (A) 60 s trace of one RHL pore blocked by monoPEG. The initial and
last 100 ms are shown on an expanded time scale. Note the stability of the current detected with one MEC over time (see
reference lines). (B) All-points histogram of the trace shown in (A). Different distributions are obtained for monoPEG-28 (red)
and polyPEG-1500 (black). Both distributions appear unimodal. (C) Three blockage events from experiments with monoPEG
(red) and polyPEG (black). Note that polyPEG-induced blocks visit distinct levels. (D) Event-averaged histogram of the traces
shown in (C). Probability P is normalized to the highest peak.Distinct levels canbe clearly distinguished (polyPEGat I/IO=0.22,
0.26, and 0.30; monoPEG at I/IO = 0.26). (E) Event-averaged histograms for 6.408 (polyPEG, black) or 19.318 (monoPEG, red)
events (open state not shown). The multimodal distribution of polyPEG can be clearly distinguished from the monoPEG
distribution. The different peaks can be assigned to the length of the particular PEG molecules of the polyPEG solution.
Blockages ofmoleculeswith highermolecular weight result in lower ratios of I/IO.With reference to the peak of themonoPEG-
28-histogram (red) the peaks in the polyPEGdistribution can be assigned a specific polymer size by increments or decrements
of one repeat unit.28
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trace normalized to themean open pore current (IO) for
both the monoPEG-28 and the polyPEG-1500 experi-
ment. In both cases, the open state is represented by a
single Gaussian peak. Multiple open states of the RHL
pore such as recently reported30 were not observed in
our experiments. The peak corresponding to the poly-
PEG blocked states also shows a normal-like distribu-
tion centered around I/IO =0.18, while that correspond-
ing to monoPEG-28-blocked states shows an equally
Gaussian distribution centered at I/IO = 0.26. While the
distribution of point values in the monoPEG-blocked
states is not visibly broadened with respect to the
open-state distribution, that of the polyPEG blockages
is clearly much broader without, however, showing
discernible peaks. Nevertheless, after digital filtering of
the original trace at 5 or 1 kHz, peaks corresponding to
blocks by PEG molecules of different sizes do become
discernible already in the all-points histograms (not
shown).
In Figure 2C, two sequences of three single blocking

events, one in the presence of monoPEG-28 and the
other in the presence of polyPEG, are shown super-
imposed. In Figure 2D, a histogram of the mean
currents of the indivdual blocked states (event-aver-
aged histogram, see Supporting Information, Supple-
mentary Methods) constructed from the polyPEG
sequence shows three discrete conductance levels,
the last of which overlaps with the single level at
I/IO = 0.26 found for the mono-PEG-28 sequence.
Finally, in the event-averaged histogram for 6408

events detected in the 60 s recording, at least 14 peaks
can be clearly detected (Figure 2E). Using the same
analysis for monoPEG-28 (19 318 events collected dur-
ing 1 min, red line) we find a dominant peak at a
relative residual current of 0.26 exactly overlapping
with one of the peaks in the polyPEG distribution,
which is in full agreement with the findings of Robertson
et al. (ref 28). We can, therefore, already from this
short recording, clearly assign the peaks to the PEG
oligomers from 39 to 26 r.u. The absolute mean open
pore current in this experiment was 134 pA; there-
fore the absolute current difference per r.u. ranged
from approximately 1.2 pA (39 r.u./38 r.u.) to 1.6 pA
(28 r.u./27 r.u.). Peaks with smaller probabilities (>39
and <26 r.u.) are not clearly apparent due to the
relatively low number (<104) of events analyzed.
Furthermore, as expected,4,28,31,32 we find a correlation
between depth of block and the time constant of the
monoexponential residence time distribution for each
of the peaks (Supporting Information, Supplementary
Data, Figure S6).
While the above experiment has shown thatMECs as

such support bilayer recordings of sufficiently high
resolution for single-molecule nanopore-based mass
spectroscopy, the specific aim of this study was to
demonstrate parallel analysis by simultaneous record-
ings frommultiple nanopores on an array. In particular,

we wished to perform a parallel mass spectrometry
experiment on an array of bilayers containing single
nanopores to ascertain whether the results simulta-
neously obtained from the different recording posi-
tions quantitatively match with the necessary high
precision. For these multichannel experiments, a 16-
channel version of a commercially available multi-
channel patch-clamp amplifier (MCA, Jet-16, Tecella
Inc., SanDiego, CA, USA)was used instead of the single-
channel patch clamp amplifier (SCA, Axopatch200B,
Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA, USA) used before.
An overview of the activity obtained on a 16-fold

MECA in an experiment usingmonoPEG-28 is shown in
Figure 3. Approximately 20 min after application of
RHL, pore insertions and PEG-induced fluctuations
were observed on a total of nine MECs. An event-
averaged histogram (see Supporting Information) of
the monoPEG-28-induced current transitions along
with a sample trace is shown for each MEC. On seven
of the MECs (01, 02, 05, 07, 08, 09, 15) current transi-
tions mediated by the block and unblock of a single
pore were observed. The corresponding conductance
levels are denoted 1P1O (one pore inserted and open),
1P1B (one pore inserted and blocked), and NP (no pore
insertion), respectively. By definition, the current ratio
I/IO for 1P1O is 1, whereas the residual current at 1P1B
was found at I/IO = 0.28. On two MECs the insertion of
two pores was indicated by an additional decrease of
the resistivity to 165 MΩ. Accordingly, the resulting
event-averaged histogram shows three additional
distinct conductance states denoted as 2P2O (two
pores inserted, two open), 2P1B (two pores open,
one blocked), and 2P2B (two pores inserted, both
blocked). As expected, 2P2O appears at an I/IO value
of 2. 2P1B is located at a ratio of 1.28, which is exactly
the sum of the values for one blocked channel and an
open one. The rather improbable event of 2P2B is
barely identifiable in the graphs for MEC 04 and MEC
11 but was found at a current ratio of 0.56, as expected
for the sum of the residual conductances of two blocked
pores. Importantly, from the dashed lines marking the
different current levels, it is evident that current levels
match closely between MECs.
While consistent across MECs, the residual current

ratio I/IO of 0.28 for 1P1B determined from the event-
averaged histograms is clearly larger than the ex-
pected value of 0.26 (Figure 2 and ref 28). We found
that this discrepancy is due to a slow frequency
response (time constant of approximately 300 μs) of
the Tecella Jet-16 multichannel patch clamp amplifier
(MCA) employed here as opposed to the Axopatch
200B single-channel amplifier (SCA) used for our
single-channel recordings (Figure 2) as well as by
Robertson et al.28 (see Supplementary Methods in
Supporting Information, Figure S3). With such slow
reponses, determining the levels of blocked states in
the sameway as for the singleMEC experiments, i.e., by
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averaging all data points beyond a threshold value,
however, leads to I/IO values that are too high. Using an
alternative measurement of current levels based on a
fit to the exponential time course of the MCA's re-
sponse to step changes in conductance, we arrived at
the expected value of 0.26 (see Supplementary Meth-
ods in Supporting Information, Figure S5).
An interesting feature of parallel multichannel bi-

layer arrays is the direct representation they offer of
both the probabilistic nature of the membrane inser-
tion process and the variety of protein nanopores in an
RHL preparation. We have not studied this system-
atically, as we varied experimental conditions (lipid
concentration, applied voltage,33 RHL concentration)
according to the progress of each experiment. In a
database of 15 experiments with 16-fold MECAs (i.e.,
240 bilayers), we thus obtained 70 insertions of one
solitary, well-oriented, bona fideRHL pore. The number
of such successful single-pore insertions per 16-chan-
nel MECA varied between a minimum of 0 and a
maximum of 9 and averaged 4.7. The remaining MECs
had no insertion (n= 121,min./MECA= 1,max./MECA=
15, av/MECA = 8.1), insertion of more than one pore
(n = 9, min./MECA = 0, max./MECA = 3, av/MECA = 0.6),
or insertion of pores with lower (50�75% of RHL)
conductance (n = 29, min./MECA = 1, max./MECA =
11, av/MECA = 0.6), the latter likely representing im-
purities in the RHL preparation we used. A further
minority of insertions (n = 11, min./MECA = 0, max./

MECA = 3, av/MECA = 0.7) were pores having RHL-like
conductance but displaying only very short-lived PEG-
mediated blocking events with the MEC held at posi-
tive potentials, while reversing the polarity of the
applied field yielded blocking events of the expected
duration. Indeed, it has been shown that the residence
time of PEG molecules inside the RHL pore shows
nonlinear and asymmetric voltage dependence.31 In
the presence of 1�4MKCl, the longest residence times
were measured when the transmembrane potential
difference was near þ40 mV, with the positive poten-
tial oriented away from the pore's head domain, while
an oppositely oriented but equally large potential
difference resulted in an up to 10-fold reduction in
residence times.31 We thus conclude that the short-
lived events were recorded from maloriented RHL
pores due to re-formation of bilayers after rupture
(see also Supporting Information, Supplementary Data,
Figure S7).
An advantage of array-format parallel recording

systems is to improve information yield by increasing
the sample size and to reduce the time required to
arrive at a statistically robust result. Alternatively, array
formats can be used to simultaneously analyze multi-
ple samples. In each case, it is important that the
quantitative match between results from each record-
ing site is as precise as possible. While the frequency
response of the patch clamp MCA predictably limits
the resolution of the analysis, especially for the shorter

Figure 3. Event-averaged histograms (black) and overlaid current traces (cyan) of parallel and simultaneous recordings of
monoPEG-28-mediated blockages of hemolysin nanopore(s) (MCA, Tecella Jet 16). In each histogram the fractional current is
plotted vs the probability normalized to the probability of the 1P1B level (for the denotation of the conductance levels see
text). Histograms were derived from the mean current levels of at least 2000 visits of blocked states per cavity (20 kHz
sampling frequency). Current traces are shown isochronously for a period of 100 ms (Vh =þ40 mV). The absence of crosstalk
between neighboring recording sites and the agreement of levels across MECs can be appreciated.
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polymers, we nevertheless went on to simultaneously
record polyPEG-1500 on the 16-channel MECA to
produce mass spectra from multiple simultaneous
recordings and determine their consistency. For the
histograms displayed in Figure 4A�G, simultaneous
single-pore recordings were obtained during 60 s at a
holding potential (Vh) of þ60 mV in 3 M KCl. Traces
from seven out of 16 MECs delivered stable, single-
pore data (see Supporting Information, Supplementary
Data Figure S7) and were analyzed using monoexpo-
nential fit-based measurement of current levels (see
Supporting Information). For all histograms, peaks in
the range 0.13 < I/IO < 0.23 are clearly resolved.
Importantly, the position of the maxima agrees well
between MECs (broken lines in Figure 4). For current
ratios of less than 0.13 and of more than 0.23 the
histograms of the single MECs clearly show differences
in the degree of resolution of the single peaks. Again,
this is primarily a consequence of the;deliberately
chosen;short recording times and therefore the rela-
tively low number of events detected. Additionally, the
time constants of the single channels of the MCA
varied by about 60 μs from 260 μs for the fastest to
320 μs for the slowest. Therefore, the sharpness of
peaks in the histograms is also affected by the choice of
the time constant of the exponential fit used for event
analysis (for details see Supporting Information, Sup-
plementary Methods). However, in the histogram of all
detected events combined from all MECs (H) the single
peaks;even at the low and high extremes of I/IO;are
clearly visible and correspond precisely to the peaks in
the single-MEC histograms, A�G. Overall, 17 peaks can
be observed reflecting RHL block by polymer chains
with repeat units from 28 (overlapping with the
distribution from the monoPEG-28 recording, red
columns) to 44. For these experiments, the potential of
the MEC was held at þ60 mV relative to the cis-side
(instead of þ40 mV, as in the experiment shown in
Figure 2). This was done to enhance the frequency of
blocks31 and thereby enhance the resolution of peaks
caused by the partitioning into the pore of longer
polymers. Simultaneously, this resulted in a shift of all
peaks toward higher current ratios compared to the
single-channel results (Figure 2), with the peak for
monoPEG-28 at an I/IO ratio of 0.275 (see also ref 32).
Our single-channel results (Figure 2) clearly show

that limited time resolution, and the resulting need for
fitting of time constants in order to determine current
levels, is not a a property of theMECAdevice, but of the
multichannel amplifier, and can be remedied in future
devices. The availability for nanopore analytics of high-
resolution bilayer array platforms based on the MECA
or on further versions of other designs15�26 is likely to
strengthen efforts to develop multichannel voltage-
clamp amplifiers (e.g., ref 23) that are more precisely
adapted to the needs of bilayer recording and hope-
fully less expensive than those currently available.

It has been supposed that a possible specific limita-
tion of the MECA design could be a lack of long-term

Figure 4. Histograms of normalized residual currents levels
during PEG-induced blockages of single RHL pores re-
corded with the MCA (60 s recording time). The current
levels were measured by exponential fitting (see text and
Supporting Information, SupplementaryMethods, for details).
Events with durations shorter than 2.5 ms were excluded.
(A�G) Individual event-averaged histograms derived from
seven simultaneously acquired single-pore recordings from a
MECA (one histogram per MEC). For primary traces see
Supporting Information, Supplementary Data, Figure S7.
Broken vertical lines indicate the agreement of the position of
maxima between MECs. (H) Histogram of the combined
events detected on all seven MECs during this experiment. A
histogram of events derived from the recording of monoPEG-
28-induced blocks of a single RHL pore (red columns) is
superimposed to define the current ratio for 28 repeat units at
I/IO = 0.275 by way of calibration. The shift in the position of
maxima with respect to the data in Figure 2 is due to a higher
driving force (Vh = þ60 mV, 3 M KCl, for details see text).
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stability of Ag/AgCl microelectrodes due to a finite
reservoir of redox electrode materials.34 During our
electroplating procedure, we apply 10 nA of current to
each MEC for between 4.5 and 10 min, corresponding
to a charge deposited in the form of Ag of between 2.7
and 6 μC. Operating the device at a positive holding
potential, we can therefore expect to deliver, for
example, 150 pA for between 5 and 11 h before all
Ag is converted into AgCl. However, the buildup of low-
conductivity AgCl may pose a problem for long-term
stable measurements. In fact, we did sometimes ob-
serve increases in MEC series resistance in early experi-
ments, where MECs were repeatedly used without
restoring the electrode material. However, as shown
in the Supporting Information, Supplementary Data,
Figure S8, freshly silver-plated and partially chloridized
MECs can support nanopore recordings for more than
90minwithout a decrease in open pore current. In fact,
such long-term recordings (n = 7) were always termi-
nated by an instantaneous disappearance of the pore
current, suggestive of irreversible closure or deinser-
tion of the pore rather than a gradual decline expected
for an increase in series resistance or electrochemical
exhaustion.

CONCLUSION

Using a polymer mass spectrometry experiment as a
benchmark, we have shown high-resolution single-
molecule analysis by measurements of nanopore con-
ductance on a chip-based nanopore array. Parallel
recordings with a commercially available multichannel
patch-clamp amplifier allowed detection of single
peaks in the distributions linked to blockage of the
pore by polymers of different length. We note that
compared to the single-channel recording on the same
platform, the resolution of the parallel assay was
somewhat limited by the slow time constant of the

multichannel patch-clamp amplifier used. As shown by
the single MEC measurements on the same MECA but
using a state-of-the-art single-channel amplifier, the
MECA device is not inherently limiting as far as signal-
to-noise ratio is concerned. Due to the low capacitance
of the MECs, the rms open pore current noise in our
experiments using the SCA (see Figure 2) was 2.2 pA at
a bandwidth of 20 kHz (0.9 pA following digital filtering
at 10 kHz).
Recently, Reiner et al.32 have shown nanopore-

based mass spectrometry experiments using bilayers
formed on small-aperture quartz pipets and a custom-
built amplifier with exceptionally low input capaci-
tance (<300 fF), which has enabled them to extend
the recording bandwidth to 100 kHz. It would, there-
fore, appear that a multichannel version of an amplifier
with such properties would be ideally suited for use
with the MECA chip device to enable the whole range
of single-molecule nanopore experiments to be per-
formed with greater ease and throughput as well as a
resolution improved over established techniques.
MECA chips can be produced in cost-efficient batch

processes and rapidly tailored to different formats
according to the needs of the experimenter. Formats
allowing for simultaneous recording of data frommulti-
ple pores under identical experimental conditions will
greatly reduce recording times, while the ability to
simultaneously record from multiple pores in the pre-
senceof different analytesmay alsobe attractive. Due to
its hydrophobic surface, bilayer formation on the MECA
is no more difficult than on a classical single aperture
device, but the configuration may also be adapted for
automation of this crucial step, e.g., by integration of cis-
sidemicrofluidic channels or bymechanical automation
of painting procedures. Finally, the open configuration
of the upper (cis) side allows the use of dispensing and
pipetting robots for wholly unattended operation.

METHODS

Manufacture of Microelectrode-Cavity Arrays. After spin coating a
sacrificial layer of photoresist (AZ 5214E, MicroChemicals, Ulm,
Germany) on a Pyrex wafer substrate and exposing the resist
through a photolithographical mask (Deltamask, Enschede, The
Netherlands) at 365 nm, twometal layers (Cr 20 nm, Au 200 nm)
were successively deposited by electron evaporation. The sacrifi-
cial layer was removed in a lift-off process (AZ developer, Micro-
Chemicals, Ulm, Germany), and a layer of SU8-3010 (Microchem,
Newton, MA, USA) was spun on the surface and structured with a
second photolithographical mask (Deltamask, Enschede, The
Netherlands) and developed (SU8 developer, Microchem,
Newton,MA, USA). Afterward thewafer was diced, and each of the
MECs was electroplated with silver (0.5 M NH3(aq), 1 mM AgNO3)
applying 10 nA for 4.5 min (16 μm MECs) and 14.0 min (20 μm
MECs), respectively, with a multichannel amplifier (Jet-16, Te-
cella, CostaMesa, CA, USA).Within a final step theAg layerswere
partially chloridized in 3 M KCl with 10 nA for 2.25 min (16 μm
MECs) and 7 min (20 μm MECs), respectively.

Lipid Bilayer Formation and Recording. Lipid solutions were
prepared from 1,2-diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine

(DPhPC, Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL, USA) dissolved in
octane (Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) at a concentration of
2 mg/mL. A 4 M (Figures 2 and 3) or 3 M (Figure 4) KCl solution
(Sigma Aldrich (Fluka), Munich, Germany), 5 mM Tris, buffered
at pH 7.43 was used as electrolyte. RHL (R-hemolysin from
Staphylococcus aureus, lyophilized powder, protein ∼60%, Sig-
ma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) was dissolved and stored in DI
water at a concentration of 2.5 μg/mL. Monodisperse poly-
(ethylene glycol) (monoPEG-28, Mw = 1251 g/mol, “PEG-28”,
Polypure, Oslo, Norway) and polydisperse poly(ethylene glycol)
(polyPEG-1500, Mw = 1400�1600 g/mol, “poly(ethylene glycol)
FLUKA”, Sigma Aldrich, Munich, Germany) were dissolved in the
electrolyte solution to a concentration of 10 mg/mL. For bilayer
formation, the chamber of the holder was filled with 40 μL of
electrolyte solution. A lipid bilayer was painted on the chip
surface by briefly dipping the tip of a 20 mm (L) � 2 mm (W) �
0.5mm (T) PTFE (VWR, Darmstadt, Germany) in the lipid solution
and subsequently swiping the surface. To initiate pore insertion,
5 μL of an RHL stock solution was added to the cis-side solution
drop, resulting in a final concentration of approximately 0.3 μg/
mL. A silver wire with a diameter of 0.25 mm (VWR, Darmstadt,
Germany) was chloridized in 150mMKCl and inserted at the top
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of the holder into the electrolyte serving as a bath reference
electrode. After pore insertion, monoPEG-28 or polyPEG-1500
was also added cis-side to a final concentration of 0.4 mg/mL.
Single bilayer recordings were performed with a single-channel
amplifier (Axopatch 200B, Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA,
USA) in capacitive feedback mode. The built-in 4-pole Bessel
filter was set to its maximal cutoff freuqency (fc) of 100 kHz, and
an external low-pass filter (Frequency Devices 9002, Ottawa, IL,
USA) was looped in and set to a fc = 20 kHz (8 pole Bessel). SCA
data were digitized using an NI-PCI 6221 AD converter (National
Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) controlled by GePulse software
(Michael Pusch, Genova, Italy).

Simultaneous recordings of 16 bilayers were performed
with amultichannel-patch-clamp amplifier (MCA, Jet-16, Tecella
Inc., Costa Mesa, CA, USA) with a 500 MΩ feedback resistor and
digitized using the integrated AD converter with a sampling
rate of 20 kHz. The integrated low-pass Bessel filter was set to
fc = 3.11 kHz. In all experiments illustrated, theMECwas held at a
positive potential of eitherþ40mV (Figures 2 and 3) orþ60mV
(Figure 4) relative to the cis-side reference electrode, resulting in
an outward current accross the membrane spanning the MEC.
Current traces were exported into Axon binary format (ABF) files
for event detection, further analysis, and display.

Event Detection and Data Analysis. Transitions between the
open state and PEG-induced blocked states (and vice versa) of
RHL pores were automatically detected using a modified ver-
sion of the LabView (National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA)
based software “Detectivent” originally developed by N.A. for
detecting neuronal synaptic events and which performs a
thresholding algorithm on a rectified signal derived from the
original current trace. Blocked- and open-state current levels
were initially determined by averaging all data points between
the end of one state transition and the onset of the next
(point averaging method). In order to account for the slow
frequency response of the MCA, this method was substituted
bymonoexponential fits of the individual transitions of the form
I(t) = Imax � (e�τ/t) with Imax as the only free parameter. For
detailed information on detection of transitions and determina-
tion of current levels see Supplementary Methods in the
Supporting Information (Figures S1�S5).

Further analysis and display of current traces and detection
results was performed using IgorPro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego,
OR, USA) including NeuroMatic XOPs (Jason Rothman,
ThinkRandom, London, UK) or Origin (Originlab, Northampton,
MA, USA) software.
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